“Your Cloud
Solution Provider”

Itergy Office 365 Migration Offering

Is it time to achieve greater productivity?

Top Features

Many organizations are considering or have already made the decision to migrate to
Office 365 for reasons such as:
• Increasing business agility
• Reducing up-front investments and cost of managing in-house exchange environments
• Supporting mobile workers and devices
• More quickly adopting new technologies with online collaboration tools (Lync,
Sharepoint, OneDrive)
• Controlling IT with reduced complexity of administration
Because of the complexity and major risks associated with the deployment — such as
email and data loss and productivity and performance issues — choosing the right
partner with the proper expertise and experience to deliver is crucial.

Our solution
As a Cloud Accelerate Microsoft Partner, we provide the expertise, a proven methodology and real-life experience to leverage the many benefits of Office 365. We can offer
you an affordable way to migrate your mailboxes to Office 365. For only $50 per user,
our solution includes:
• Project coordination
• Migration of the users (up to 2,000 users)
• Software tools for the email migration
• Tenant setup
• MX record change
• Technical environment assessment of and report on Office 365
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• Rapid Migration
• Online email with
Office 365
• Cloud-based
solution

“Your Cloud
Solution Provider”

Looking to deploy other Office 365 functionalities? We can help you with the entire process for a very low cost. View our
price sheet to get a better idea. If you have a complex environment, Itergy can also help build a personalized solution for
your business’ needs.

Our process
Itergy will start by assigning an email migration expert to your project. This person will meet you on your premises in
order to fully understand your situation. Itergy will set up your Office 365 platform.
The first stage of the migration project will be envisioning and planning, which takes no more than one or two weeks,
depending on the scope of the project. We then develop the implementation and operational guides, validate the
production environment, pilot the solution, and develop the deployment plan. Finally we migrate your users (up to
2,000) and provide you with a migration report. We proactively manage the entire process to make sure we complete
the installation smoothly and that you leverage all the benefits of your new Office 365 environment.

Benefits
• Migration completed by top Microsoft infrastructure and cloud partner
• Greater productivity and access from anywhere with Office 365
• Reduced risks and complications
• Faster deployment
• Trusted Microsoft-certified Gold partner
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